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Election Results For
Officers are Announced

Haag Prexy of Men's
Student Government

On Wednesday, May 14, the men of Ursinus College elected
Daniels, Forrest, Cook, Head Classes;
the officers for next year's Men's Student Government Association.
Holcombe, Myers, Snyder Veeps
The final tabulations showed the president to be Jack Haag ; vicepresident, Lin Drummond; secretary-treasurer, Jim Michael. These
Eleetions for class officers was Class of 1960
men will lead the Council until the end of this school year and
held on Wednesday, May 14, after President, John Forrest who
for the next two semesters.
lunch. The results for all classes plays varsity football, is a brothJack Haag is an economics maexcept the class of 1961 were er of Sigma Rho Lambda and is
jor, serving his second term on
published before dinner of the a member of the pre medical sothe Men's Student Council. Jack
same day, but due to a mix-up in ciety. Vice president, Jon Myers,
pitches for the Ursinus nine and
voting procedure, elections for a brother of Alpha Phi Epsilon,
is also a member of Sigma Rho
vice president, secretary and a member of last year's baseball
Lambda fraternity.
treasurer were held again for the team, and a varSity football
Lin Drummond is a chemistry
class of 1961 on Thursday, May player. Secretary, Helen PearOn Tuesday evening, May 13,
major, a pitcher on the baseball
15. The results are listed below:
son, who is a cheerleader, a sissquad, a member of the chem- the Varsity Club held its annual
Class of 1959
ter of Tau Sigma Gamma sororistry society, and an active mem- banquet in Freeland's upstairs
Election Day at U. C.
President, Al Daniels, who is I ity, and who has served as seeber of his class. Lin was secre- dining hall. The guest speaker
vice president of the Spirit Com- retary in its sophomore year.
tary-treasurer of this year's was Mr. Donald Yonker, soccer Special Editorial
mittee, corresponding secretary I Treasurer, Bruce Drobnyk, who is
MSGA and is a member of Sigma coach at Drexel Institute of
for Sigma Rho Lambda frater- remembered for his leading
Technology.
Rho Lambda fraternity.
nity, and a member of the 19591 role in the CUrtain Club producOne of the highlights of the
Jim Michael is a business adRuby staff. Vice president, Ted tion, Our Town, is a brother of
ministration major and is serv- affair was the presentation of
Last Monday in the WEEKLY an editorial appeared Holcombe, a varsity football Beta Sigma Lambda fraternity
ing his first term on the council. awards to senior Varsity Club
Jim is an active member of his members. Football Captain Bob calling for a complete revamping of customs. Practically player who was vice president of and who served as treasurer last
class and a brother of Sigma Famous, top award winner, re- before the paper was off the press the suggestion in the the MSGA and is now a member year.
of Cub and Key. Secretary, Linda Class of 1961
ceived the Thompson Memorial
Rho Lambda fraternity.
President, Frank Cooke, who is
At the last meeting of this Award for the outstanding sen- editorial had become a reality. On Wednesday of last week Brenner, the newly-eiected presyear's councll, a trial was held. ior athlete and the most valu- the Men's Student Government met and after a discussion ident of Omega Chi sorority, a a pre-medical student, a brother
cheerleader and a member of the
The defendants were charged able football player award.
lasting more than a half hour decided to throw out U rsinus' tennis team. Treasurer, Barbara of Beta Sigma Lambda fraternity
The winner of the most valuand who served as vice presiwith violating rule 12 of the
Men's Student Government Code. able soccer player award was version of customs and called for a positive, not a negative, DeGeorge, the secretary of the dent of his class last year. Vice
Both defendants were found Ken Grundy, who captained the program. This the representatives realized would take Newman Club, a member of the president, Glen Snyder, who is a
guilty and sentenced to two team. Jim Wenhold was the re- time and a motion was made and passed to have a com- Curtain Club, and a sister of chemistry major, a member of
Omega Chi sorority.
the basketball team, and is newhours in Curtis and Brodbeck to cipient of the most valuable
ly-eleeted corresponding secrebe completed before May 24. In basketball player award. The mittee work on this program over the summer. A number
award
for
the
most
valuable
of
professors
approached
the
president
of
the
MSGA
and
retary of Demas fraternity. Secthis trial a new procedure was
reary, Joni Meszaros, who was
employed. Both the defendant wrestler was presented to Jack volunteered to help the council in their project. At this
Prutzman,
captain
of
the
wrestand the accuser sat in on the
chairman of the Freshmen class
time
(after
the
motion
ridding
Ursinus
of
its
archaic
ling
team.
Art
Martella
received
trial at the same time. In this
dance, is a member of the Newway both sides could hear what the most valuable tennis player customs program and not before), it was discovered that a
man Club and was one of the
award.
each was saying and be able to
freshmen representatives to the
number of months ago the faculty had suggested that cusKen
Buggeln,
though
unable
understand the
proceeedings
Dr. Ottenberg, a member of the May Court .. Treasurer, Fred ~au
better. This system also saves to run on the track team because toms in their present form be discontinued. Both the faculty Philadelphia Tuberculosis Assoc- man, who IS a broth~r of SI~a
time in that there is no going of an injury, received the award and Men's Student Government reached their decisions iation addressed a combined Rho Lambda fraternIty, has Just
over the same information. The for the most valuable member of independent of each other. Surely this indicates that now meeti~g of the Pre-Med Society ~ecently appeared as "Diggory"
system is still on a trial basis the track team. Ken greatly aidand students of sociology and In She stoops to Conquer, and
and will be employed in future ed the team by coaching, timing, is the time for a change ... and not a slight change but a psychology classes last Monday is a Dean's Lister.
trials until it proves to be an as- and managing it.
radical and complete change.
evening in S12. Dr. Ottenberg's
The most valuable baseball
set.
Any upperclassman who has witnessed customs for the talk :vas bas~d on. his medical
The new Men's Student Gov- player award is to be presented
experIences wIth skId rowers. Dr.
ernment was sworn in by the at a later date because the base- past number of years and has taken any interest in the
reviewe~ the possib!e
outgOing president Fred Glauser. ball season has not been com- problem will realize that the council is absolutely right in Ottenberg
reasons for the eXIstence of skid
Before this, Mr. Glauser brought pleted.
After the presentation of the their decision. Customs must be radically altered. A grad- rowand, consequently, skid rowup a motion to do away with the
News from other colleges and
present Customs program and awards, the banquet guests en- ual or slight change is impossible. This has been tried in
our views.
put an entirely new system in joyed movies of the Pan-Ameri- the past four years and each time nothing has been accomFrom the Wesleyan Argus,
its place. He explained what can games.
Middletown, Conn.: You think
plished. Before the end of the custom period things have
could be done i.e. have a posiMiami University has it easy? It
slipped back into their old, worn rut. Alteration is not the
tive instead of negative program.
seems that at Wesleyan, a course
This would involve competitive
cure . . . a new system is.
on fishing (this, of course, insports between frosh and sophocludes the highly intricate and
It has been advanced that next year's sophomore class
mores; programs designed to
complex aspects of casting and
ha ve frosh work together . . . The annual banquet for the will not take kindly to this change, for they will lose their
fly-tieing) is being offered. Alstep shows, football cheering seniors of Ursinus was held on position of dominance. This will not be the case, for the
ready enrollment for the 3 credit
squads, etc. Mr. Glauser also Thursday evening, May 15, in the sophomores will still have their rulers but instead of instillcourse exceeds sixty wet stupOinted out that the faculty
dents. Because of the success of
would be a hundred per cent be- Upper Dining Room of Freeland ing hate and anger in the incoming freshmen they will comthe fishing course this year, an
' .
Th"IS IS Wh at we are trymg
.
hind the Council in their re- Hall
Pr'esident of the college, Dr. mand respect an d a d
mlratlOn.
"outdoor education skills" will
vamping procedures. After more
also be added next year. If this
discussion the question was call- Norman E. McClure, gave the to achieve ... a positive approach to customs. Sophomores
ed for. The vote showed the mo- keynote address. Dr. McClure will still be an integral part of customs but in a new capacity. ers and also tried to explain the keeps up they'll soon be giving
courses on "How to turn a
pOinted out that though a per.
.
. . al'
dId
tion was passed by unanimous son
may change his name. his r A capacity that reqUIres matunty, ration 1ty, an
ea er- role that society should play in steering-wheel on a car that
decision. Anyone interested in
ridding its cities of skid row doesn't have power steering",
obtaining information concern- job, or perhaps even his citizen- ship instead of a loud voice and a large frame.
But whether the sophomores accept this new program areas with the possible estab- and an extremely rough course
ing the details of this meeting ship. he will never be able to
lishment of decent housing and on, "The proper attire to wear
change his undergraduate col..
.
h M ' S d
G
or any other MSGA meeting lege.
Thus" graduate of Ursinus or not It Will be realIzed. T e e n s tu ent ~vernment living conditions for the incorro- when you attend a cannibal
should consult the bulletin board
is always a representative of Ur- has the power to enforce the program. They Will accom- gible skid rowers. It was pointed dinner (provided you are not the
in Bamberger.
out that the majority of resiThis revision of CustOl11!i will sinus, w.hatever he may do upon plish it with or without the help of next year's sophomores. dents of cities such as Phila- meal)".
From the Skidmore News,
. h opes t h at th e c1ass WI'11 b ac k t h em up an d
begin immediately and the pro- graduatIOn.
Also present at the banquet The counCil
delphia are unaware of the types Skidmore
College,
Saratoga
gram will carryon through the
summer. A number of professors was Mr. Paul Guest, an Ursinus cooperate with them in a mature fashion for it will be to of people who inhabit skid row. Springs. N. Y.: Some people comhave volunteered their help and graduate of 1938, who is the pres- the advantage of both groups and the incoming freshmen Of course, to make any conclu- plain about the rules governing
ident of the Alumni Association..
. .
.
. h sive studies, either medical or cars at Ursinus. Well let them
any other prof who would like Mr.
Guest told of some of the If thiS IS done. Before you let your emotions run away Wit social, of these people is hard take heed. At Skidmore it seems
to collaborate with the council
i6 welcome. All students are activities of the association, you, consider what has been said above and what will be due to their relative anonymity that not only do cars come un-Editor an transitoriness.
der regulations, but also bicycles.
urged to bring ideas to their such as the spring dinner dance said to you in the future.
Skid rowers are always on the The regulations are so strict that
MSGA representative. Anyone is which is held for alumni in the _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Philadelphia area, the class remove, constantly gOing from one beside registering your bike with
invited to meetings.
.
area to another although re- the police you are not allowed to
Applications for proctor's jobs unions, the work of the associmaining in the same city. This lend it to anyone else. There are
for next year must be turned in ation in Old Timer's Day, and
transient mode of life greatly also certain places where a bike
to Jack Haag or Dean Pancoast the organization of Alumni Day
hampers doctors who try to in" may not be parked or a fine will
before Sunday night, May 25. in June.
Executive secreary of the
crease the quality of medical result. What is the world comConcessions for next year will
care in those particula.r areas.
also be chosen in the near fu- Alumni Associotion, introduced
ing to? They'll probably amend
the permanent class officers who
Dr. Ottenberg mentioned that the law and add that no neckWednesday evening, May 14, dIen. The center is supposedly
ture.
Fred Glauser asked permission are as follows: preSident, Hal Rev. Thomas Cooke, Chaplain of responsible for those who are after he had made several chest ing is allowed on bikes; bikes
of the Councll to use the re- Redden; secretary, Gayle Liv- the Y?uth Study ce~.ter in Phila- I awaiting trial, but because of x-rays (even that was accomp- must be inspected every fourth
maining funds in the treasury ingston; reunion chairman, John delphIa, spoke on The Mental the lack of mental institutions lished with difficulty) it was month; mufflers are not allowfor rules and regulations book- Idler; Loyalty Fund chairman, and Emotional Problems of Chil-I and corrective institutions, there practically impossible to locate ~d;and any persons found "dig(Continued on page 4)
lets to be distributed to all stu- Ken Grundy.
dren". The pro.gram was p:es~nt- are many in the center who have
ging out" and dragging" are
Toastm~ter for the evening ed by th~ SOCIal ResponSIbilIties already been committed to these
dents at the beginning of the
liable to a fine and a jail term.
was
Mr.
Ray
Gurzynsk1.
Some
WSGA
Fall term. Permission was grantConunl,sslon of the YM-YWCA. I institutions, but these instituFrom the Hofstra ChrOnicle,
of
the
alumni
in
attendance
were
ed.
Most of the chlldren who are tions are too full to receive the
The Women's Student Gov- Hofstra College, Hempstead,
Miss Blanche Schultz. Mr. G. committed
the youth Study : children. An example of this ernment Association held its an- N.Y.: At this college when a stuSieber Pancoast and Miss Agnes Center havetoemotional
o Chi
problems. : problem of over-crowdedness is nual banquet on Wednesday, dent wishes to run for a class ofDonahue.
At the center the pr~blem~ of re- : the Pennhurst SChool, where May 14. Retiring president, Lynne fice he can do so in one of ,two
The 0 Chi girls proudly anBETA SIG
tarded ~nd psychotIc . cI:llld are I there is a seventeen year wait- Jewett. presided at the banquet. ways: (1) he can run as an innounce their newly-elected officdealt WIth by c~nunlttmg the ling list. With the present facili- At this time the charges to the dependent or (2) he can join a
ers as follows: President, Linda
At their annual dinner dance child to the center s full program ; ties which are available in Penn- ffi
i
Th f 11 _ political party. One of these parBrenner; Recording Secretary, on Friday. May 16. the Brothers -that of engaging. both the sylvania at this time, it is im- ~ng c:~sm:~r:c~e~~~d th: c~a:g~s ties has the honorable name of
Judy Whittam; Corresponding of Beta Sigma Lambda fratern- minds and bodies of the chil- possible to procure psychiatric for their respective offices: POGO. What's wrong with POGO,
secretary, Ruth Ervin; Social tty were proud to announce their
treatment for children except if President. Rosalie Bellairs; Vice- you ask me. Nothing, it's a great
Chairmen, Nancy Bl1ckenderfer new officers.
they are extreme cases.
preSident, Gail Snyder; Secre- comic strip. But as far as a name
and Loretta Podolak; Chaplain, They' are: president, Jack
ATTENTION
I The center tries to meet the tary, Pearl Cadmus; Treasurer, for a political party goes, it's
Marlene White. Congratulations Phlllips; vice president, Bernie
emotional needs of children; it Marty Paxson; Representative
f or a successfiB
R Shippee; rePresident and Mrs. McClure II tries to give reeognition and from the Women's Day Study, terrible. Why, ,can you imagine
an d' best -tAh
WM:I es
u
rown; t reas.,.
what could happen? Before long
year I
cordh!g secretary, Bruce Btrch; request the pleasure of the identity to the child. This lack of Nancy Byrne; Chairman of the names such as SMILIN' JACK,
Omega Chi sorority's annual corresponding secretary, Bruce company of the Seniors and identity in the children is the Women's Dormitories, Millie DONDI, TERRY AND THE PIshore week-end is this Friday, Drobnyk; chaplain, Bill Gott- their parents at the Presi- biggest problem to overcome. It Hartzell; Representative to the RATES, and SAD SACK, will be
May 16. at Ocean City. Future sct.all
dent's house, 65 Slxth Ave., on is found that those children who Senior Class, Nancy Owen; to the applied to the different parties.
plans alao Include dinner at ColThe brothers wiBh these men Sunday evening, June 8, from I! have been affiliated with the Junior Class, Mary Pennington; Can you picture a party with the
legv1l1e l'lm Smorgasbord on the best of luck In their new du- eight o'clock to ten o'clock.
Ii Scouts and Settlement Centers to the Sophomore Class, Eleanor name ALFRED E. NEWMAN,
'l'Ilurada,., May 22.
ties which will start this week.
(Continued OIl pace U
Rankin.
alias MAD)?

Annual Banquet
Held By Varsity
Club Tues., May 13

I

"Customs"

Ottenherg Speaks
On the Prohlems
Of Skid Rowers

I

IT COULD
HAPPEN!

Seniors Feted At
Annual Banquet

Dr. Cooke Speaks on Mental
Difficulties of Our Children

I

I

I:-------------_!
I
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EDITORIAL

"Leadership and Service"
Leadership is a rare quality few men possess . . . and
of these men who do possess it not all use it for worthwhile
causes. Leadership can be constructive or destructive.
This can be seen at U rsinus as well as in the world. Some
of our leaders ruin their gift by channeling it towards the
wrong goals. But most are honest, hardworking people
trying to do a good job.
Such is the case of this year's president of Alpha Phi
Omega. Through his and his members efforts this service
fraternity has gained added stature in the eyes of both the
faculty and students . . . especially the latter. Before one
is considered a success in our society he must be accepted
by his peers . . . Alpha Phi has accomplished this.
In the past two years, as this year, APO has done a
creditable job. Its purpose is to give service to the College,
the community, and the fraternity. In the community
Ursmus' chapter of APO has done admirable' work. It
handles the Boy Scout and Explorer troops of Collegeville.
This service fraternity also handles all polling places for
primary elections either national or state. This year the
group rebuilt a burned out barn for a despondent farmer.
On the school level APO handles all election; guides
prospective students around campus; takes care of the
Ugly Man Contest; cleans and repairs the campus; and
holds their own social events.
But an organization can do all this and more and still
not be accepted by their peers. In fact the organization can
be ridiculed. This had been the case before this year. But
with new leadership the attitude of the students changed.
Through this year's president's efforts Alpha Phi
Omega has gained the respect of the students. When a
tough job has to be done campus leaders do not hesitate
t<;> call on APO. Through their constant help and effort
APO has gained a new standing at U rsinus. This year it
was welcomed into the Inter-Fraternity Council as an active
and interested member. It has taken its place beside other
organizations at Ursinus and has surpassed many in its
value and high standing. But without this year's leaders
this would have been impossible. The WEEKLY would
like to thank Alpha Phi Omega for all it has done and
congratulate its leaders for all they have accomplished.
-Editor

You and The SIU
The unusual style of controlled emotion used in this poem
made such an impression upon the staff th~t it is here included.
Although it is not the normal Weekly policy to use material from
other publications the sea-love, union-love, spirit of this beautiful
sonnet in addition to its novel form of expression justifies the
action. The Weekly gratefully thanks the Seafarer's Log for
the poem.
There is but one life for me,
It is a life upon the sea;
In years gone by
The breaks were few,
Then they formed the Sill.
We are now much better fed,
With no blue linen on our bed.
We have milk,
And coffee, too;
The captain eats the same as you.
We don't have to slave all day,
While the shipowner gets all the pay.
A seachest, we have; overtime, too,
Our wages, we get,
When they are due.
There's still something else to say,
'Bout welfare, and vacation pay.
All of these were made for · you,
Because YOU are the SIU.

INNER PEACE
by Anne C. Markland
A person who has inner peace power to combat troubles. The
has an intangible center of re- water which rushes over the
serve power. This peace may be spill way exemplifies the force
likened to the inner core Of an and good works the inner peace
oak tree. The oak, gnarled and gives rise to. If a rock, the symtwisted, blown upon by the wind, bol of disorder, is thrown into
drenched in the rain, stands al- the lake it makes some few
ways firm and staunch. The ripples and then is absorbed. The
strength lies wit hin the oak tree lake recovers its calmness. If a
and is responsible for its growth person can achieve this level, he
and development. The inner is theoretically like he lake, a
peace in man is the force which productive person helping others,
can conquer all temptations and in this may he may reach a
and solve all problems. The po- union with God. The person like
tentiality for a mature inward the lake must absorb and give
strength is in everyone; not all out.
develop the inner peace.
There must be, however, an
One person may meet the inflow-a constant source of
struggles of the world with tim- water, strength from a high
idity or hesitancy. He may worry place, the mountains, God. As
about all the problems to the there are diverse types of people
extreme extent of being driven so there are different types of
to mental illness. The world lakes. One iake may run dry bebuffets him around. He has not ~ause it depends too much on
secured a bulwark.
works. It gives out without reAnother person is completely ceiving faith and lacks source for
opposite, but yet he still has not the inflow. After the contents
developed his inner peace. He is have been emptied from a bottle,
an isolationist. He does not con- it can not continue to pour
cern himself with world prob- forth unless it is refilled. This
lems; in order to avoid them, he requires an inflow. The bottle
withdraws into himself. Com- incident explains the basic prinpletely sealed off from the world, ciple of the inflow and outflow
he maintains the "I don't give pattern.
a damn" attitude.
Another lake may stagnate beThe person who has true in- cause it never gives out any
ner peace faces problems as they source. Its surface activity is
arise, and he is not upset by not derived from strength but
them . His life is outgoing-into from turmoil and confusion.
the world, but he still absorbs
The healthy lake is balanced
the conflicts ' and assumes re- in its giving and taking. It gives
sponsibilities.
out good works and creates powI think water may be used as er while being abundantly stockan analogy with this last type ed with fresh supplies.
of person. From a clear, tranquil
The source that the inner
lake, the water flows over a spill peace thrives upon is God, and
way and is used for power. The as the healthy lake never runs
center of the lake, representing dry, the pacified man never
the inner peace, spills into a knows defeat.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Mr. Editor:
Ivoices, they disturb us from our
I would like to congratulate sleep.
the cast of She Stoops To Con- I When they come before our
quer on their fine handling of hallowed hall, their voices float
some very difficult roles. The up to us as we quietly play our
way in which the play was pro- hi-fi'~. Due to this disturbance,
duced and directed is also worthy we raISe the volume to drown out
of praise. I'm sure the campus their sp~ech. How else can we
joins with me in congratUlating fully appreciate stan Kenton or
all those students who had any- Fats Domino? We cannot stand
thing to do with making the play noise whe~ we astheticaUy listen
as good as it was.
to these fme entertainers.
But, I would like to mention
Along with the noise and desthat I thought the choice of the truction of property, this nomad
play was poor. This type of play class with their Hun-like leader
is not appreciated too much by h~s caused the downfall of three
a young audience. It is outdated frlZby games, two stepball
even though it is a classic and games, ten card games and the
"actor proof" (this term applied coffee clotch. They 'are disruptto the play would mean that an ink campus life beyond belief.
actor no matter of what calibre Our suggestion is for the admincould make Goldsmith's farc~ istration to immediately chain
truly enjoyable). A more modern thei~' leader and send the class
and entertaining play could have fleemg to nether lands to look ,
been staged that would have for Alter Fly.-Catchers.
been more appreciated by the
Smcerely
audience.
A Despondent Sack Hound
I personally would like to see
KOPPER KETILE
a modern psychological drama
(or something on this line) pro454 Main Street
duced. Ursinus certainly has the
Collegeville, Pa.
talent to put on one of these dif"The Best Place to Eat"
ficult, yet fully enjoyable, pro- I
HU 9-4236
ductions. Fred Glauser
I ~============
==

...

. COLLEGEVILLE BAKERY

I

Mr. Editor:
FOR THOSE TASTY TREATS
We of Derr Hall have a comDecorated Cakes for all
plaint to reglster concerning the
occasions
activities of a certain Freshmen HU 9-4771 L. E. Knoeller. Prop.
botany class. This class has, in
the past week, entirely disrupted 1
A. W. ZIMMERMAN
our routine by their constant
"field expeditions". For as they
JEWELER
roam over hill, dale, and campus :
looking lovingly at trees (and
339 Main St.
ruining our green pastures) they I
Collegeville
take no one else into consideration and upon ralslng their

I
I
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TO THE HILT

..

by Graburn and McCabe
Now that the first penetration mate that about $7,500 per year
has been executed, without much year is realized from this fool
furor on the part of the student proof system. We feel that thls
body, we feel t hat it is time to money should not be wasted on
strike again. The sharp stilleto new tables, comfortable chairs,
of sarcasm is therefore with- extensive booths, or eye appealdrawn from the last victim, wip- ing paint. The interior of the
ed clean on the. white cloth of Supply was good enough for our
respectability, and then honed fathers, why change it for us.
to razor sharpness upon the But if they want to spend that
whetting stone of literary license. ill1-gotten gain, why not subsiOurs is the pleasure of cutting dize the juke box so that we may
three ways, wide, deep, and fre- once again enjoy a play for a
quent, fQr who is to chaUange nickle, six for a quarter. Ah, the
the truth of our statements, the uselessnesss of it all.
And since we are speaking of
legality of our accusations, and
the honesty of our intentions. money, there is another pet
Who has the courage to speak peeve that we would like to air.
against us? No one. It seems The telephone is now on indisthat literary potential on camp- sible item of our civilized life,
us is null and personnel stamina and an expensive one. It seems
is completely void. We fIrmly be- a shame that the students of our
lieve in the ancient proverb of campus should have to subsidize
Sun Tsoo on (pseudo) intellec- so worthy an organization as the
tuals written about 500 B. C.; American Telephone and Tele"Few read, less think, none graph through one of its minor
create." Great words from a units, namely the Bell Telephone
great scholar as true now as System. Why not allow all local
when they were first written.
calls to be placed through the
Now that the blindfold has Ursin us College switchboard. The
been adjusted and the chopping present system is adequate and
block placed in the proper po- V:'0uld therefore incur no addisition, we will tarry no longer. tlOnal expense for the College.
Sound the trumpets and play the After all, this is our little home
durms for the heads are about away from home, why not try to
make it at least bearable.
to roll.
First up, since we have men- .Com~lete pla~ for the above,
tioned
pseudo
intellectuals wlth dlagrams 10 glorious natuwould be the SUETS. For the un~ ral color are availablye absolutinformed reader, this organiza- ely free of charge by sending a
tion is a group of snobs banded self-addressed stamp to MOTHtogether for the betterment of ER, box 110 in San Diego, Cal.
the Ursinus Campus through the
Tune in again next issue, same
raising of the rather low intellec- time, same station, when we will
tual level. This they hope to do bring you the latest episode Of
by setting a shining example "Campus Expose" sponsored by
scholastically, socially, morally Honest Carr, the used john dealand physically.
er. Time is short and space is
On the first count we under- limited, but next week we are gostand that SUETS do very well, ing to expose the Mastersingers
as they do on the last. Morally with their extensive free cut alwe will never judge our fellow lowance and expense paid tours,
man, but SOCially, that is a horse the limited budget of the Girls'
of a different color. Allow us to Day study, and the weakly
cite an example. A few years Weekly (is there nothing secret).
back we approached a well dress- We now have the knife poised,
ed gentlemal'\ in Bomberger Hall come back next week when we
one day, and respectfully asked sink it in to the hilt.
as to the significance of the laAGAINST ME
pel insignia he was sporting.
With distain in his glance, winEveryone's
against me. I can
ter in his VOice, and his nose in
the air, he stated that he was a tell. When I walk down the street
SUET, and rapidly departed our people stop talking and stare
proximity. Totally at a loss, we They hate and distrust me besalmoned thrice to the east (the cause I'm the number two man
direction of Gettysburg) and in the organiz&'tion. They know I
withdrew to the woodwork from have power and they are scared.
At home my family is plotting
whence we came while my illustrious compatriot muttered un- against me. My wife has poisoned
der his breath, "an appropriate all my food . I have to go out to
title for an organization of fat- eat and even here the enemy
agents manag~ to poison some of
heads".
To twist the blade but gently, the food. I have to be very, very
may we, of the low foreheads and careful, I'm valuable. Everyone
heels to match, suggest that in knows it. They are jealous of my
the future, this bunch of stand- power and prestige and trying to
out publicize their intentions do away with me. But they never
their methods, and if possible, will because I'm FDR, I can't be
killed.
their results.
Even my mother is plotting
Recent information from a reliable source has brought to light against me. She doesn't think I
a matter which must be bared to suspect her ... but I know. She's
public scrutiny so that it may be smater than the rest of them
corrected immediately. This has though. She uses a wummelsto do with the wa'l in which dorf. You don't know what that
money that could be better em- is, you say. Well it's a special inployed elsewhere is being use- strument that sends out cosmic
lessly squandered to lavlshly re- rays ~imed at me. The rays are
furnish the Supply Store. We un- supposed to penetrate my body
derstand this hugh amount has and cause all the cells to migrate.
been amassed by selling text- When this has gone on long
books at the market price when enough all the cells move at once
they can be purchased and re- in different directions and I dissold for much less, and still real- integrate. But it won't work sure
ize a tidy profit. Rumors have it as my name is Edward R, Murthat markup is as high as 40%. row. It can't you see, for I'm not
With each student spending at composed of cells ... I'm liquid.
least $20 per semester on books
How come you have that
(a very modest estimate) and strange look in your eyes? Don't
allowing a 25 % profit across the you believe me? Who has ever
board (also a modest figure) be- distrusted me, Winston Churching realized on each student, or ill, before. I speak the truth. I
a net gain of $5 per student per can prove it. The other day my
semester 750 students, we esti(Contlnue,l on .,,,,, .. <4)
==~==========~~=============
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SPORTS TALK

....

Cind-:rmen Whip ITenn!s Tearu Pi~ks I
Washmgton Squad; IUp FIrst Two Wms;
Lose to Dickinson Loses Close Tilt

Bear's Nine Win Two;
•
Beaten By W tlkes, 3-2

Last Tuesday night the Varsity Club held its annual banquet.
The main speaker of the evening was Mr. Donald Yonker, soccer
coach of Drexel Tech and a member of the Inter-Collegiate Soccer
Rules Committee. Those who attended probably expected to get
the usual sort of prattle about that funny event which happened
to Joe Hero in the big game eleven years ago. Instead of telling
a bunch of pointless anecdotes, Mr. Yonker surprised the gathering
by offering them a philosophy of living. (Note: Not a philosophy
of Ufe.) PartiCipation, not only in sports here at school but in
other activities both here and after graduation, is perhaps the
most important aspect of living. It is · living. The watchers not
only are wasting their time here on earth, they are a source of
corruption and decay of society. Twice in the last fifty years
civilization has deteriorated as we all watched. If people had
taken an active interest in their government and country, it would
have been impossible for men like Hitler and Mussol1ni to take
over an entire nation and maintain absolute control for over a
decade. Participation means more than just activity; it means
having an interest in those around you; it means putting yourself wholeheartedly into something which brings nothing in retutn.
Little things like gOing out for soccer practice in spite of the fact
you know you will not be able to make the team so that the coach
can field 22 men for practice, or helping to coach the track team
although you pulled a muscle before the first meet and you knew
that your chance of setting any new records was finished are
important phases of participation. It takes very little to be active
when you know that you are important phases of participation.
It takes very little to be active when you know that you are the
greatest and are guaranteed the MVP award at the end of the
season. The best are vital to any community, but they have no
monopoly on usefulness to that community. It is the job of
each and everyone of us to participate in all aspects of the community. The individual will find that not only will his community
have prospered, but he will have had a fuller and richer life himself. He will have spent it livlrig. Perhaps this is not the philosophy
by which Mr. Yonker guides his life. But, even if it is not, Mr.
Yonker's interest in the people and world around him is an outstanding exponent of the Philosophy of Living. Those of us who
were able to hear him speak thank him for sharing it with us.
-Sp. Editor

Schrader's
Atlantic Station

On Monday, May 12, the Ursinus tennis team fought for
four hours before coming av:ay
with a hard-won 5-4 decislOn
over Moravian College. Five of
the nine .match~s V:'ent to three
sets, Ursmus wmnmg three of
the five.
Art Martella out-fought a
and javelin; Vern Morgan wrap- stubbor~ Moravian ma~ to come
ped up the one mile and half
runs; and Cal Fox outran the away wlth a 7-5, 6-4 ~n. Numfield in the 100 and 220-yd. ber two man Ge~e Monta, made
the most sensatlOnal co~ebac.k
dashes. The field team played a of the season. Afte~ .losmg hls
dominant role in defeating first set 6-1 and tradmg in the
Washington College. It outscored
set 6-5, Gene ca~e back
the boys from Maryland, 38 1/ 3- second
to take the second and thIrd sets
15 2/3, whereas Ursinus fell be- 8-6, 6-3. Shell Wagman, number
hind in the running events, 29- 3, lost a heartbreaker 4-6, 6-3,
43.
6-1 as did number 5 man ~ob
Summary
Gilgor 7-5, 6-2. However, WIth
1 Mile-I. Morgan (U); 2. Skin- Boros Broz (number 4). B:nd
ner (W); 3. Thompson (W) Larry Habgood, both wmrung
4:59.6
three-setters 6-4, ~-6, 6-2 .and
100-1. Fox (U); 2. Diasmyn(W); 6-4, 1-6,6-3 respectlvely, Ursmus
3. Graburn (U) 10.6
went into the doubles matches
440-1. Crossley (U); 2. Emory witI: a 4-2 lead. Martella and
(W); 3. Crouse (W) 53.7
Monta, number .one doubles, put
120HH-1. Diasmyn (W); 2. Rob- the match on Ice as they won
ertson (W); 3. Eissle (W) 16.0 their match 6-4, 6-4. Number two
880-1. Morgan (U); 2. Pace (W); dou.bles, Wagman and Broz, lost
tI:elr doubles 2-6, 6"'4, 6-1 and
3. Andrews (P) 2:13.7
220-1 . Fox (U); 2. Emory (W); Gllgor and Habgood, playing last
3. Diasmyn (W) 23.3
doubles, lost a two hour match
2 Mile-I. Skinner (W); 2. 7-5, 6-4.
Thompson (W); 3. Genter (U)
on, wednesda~, May 14, La11 :07.7
S.alIe s Explorers mvaded the Ur220LH-1. Diasmyn (W); 2. ROb- I sm~s campus and eked out a
ins on (W); 3. Dickerson (U) rapIdly won 5-4 victory. 11 b t
25.7
Ar~ Martella played we
u
Shot Put-I. North (U); 2. Wal- didn t h~ve enough to overtc~m~
ton (U); 3. Klair (W) 42'5"
a top-flIght AI Gruber. Ar os
Pole Vault-I. Peterson (U) and ~ tough one 6~, t 7-~. Ge~~ Mor
Pickett (W); 3. ,Norris (W) and ~~~t p~~t~~a~ch ~_~~ 6_;aNumab~r
Parsons (W) 1 0 .
three man Shel Wagman dropHigh Jump-I. Brumflel (U) and
d h'
' t h 6-1 6-1 Ursin us
Robinson (W); 3. Walton (U), ~~t th~Sw~~fng col~mn' as nump,l~hyn (W) and Emory (W) ber 4 man Boros Broz won 6-1,
.56
.
7-5. Bob Gilgor came through
DISCUS-I. Walton (U), 2. Rid- I with a 6-0 6-1 win and last man
dell (U); 3. Klair (W) 134'2"
Larry H~bgood
evened th~
Javelin-I. Dickerson. (U); 2. match with a 7-5, 6-4 win.
wa}ton (U); 3. RobInson (W)
Coach Sid Quinn attempted to
150
.
win the match by teaming Gilgor
Broad Jump-I. DIckerson (U); 2. . and Martella as number one
Crouse (W); 3. Petersen (U) I doubles Morita and Broz as
18'11 7/ 8"
number' two and Wagman and
Dickinson capture~ ten first Habgood as number three. But
places and a tie for fIrst place in LaSalle proved too much for the
defeating Ursin us, 90-36. The Ursinus College tennis men as
Red Devils combined 58 points Martella and Gilgor lost 6-1, 6-4
on the track and 32 in the field, and Morita and Broz dropped
while the Bears had 14 and 22. their match 7-5, 6-1. Ursinus
Warren "Del" North with 41 ft. 1 i won a "consolation" match as
in., and AI Walton with 125 ft. Habgood and Wagman won third
won the shot put and discus re- doubles 6-5, 6-2.
spectively. Bob Brumfriel was inOn Saturday, May 17, the Urvolved in a first place tie in the sinus netmen played host to the
high jump with Bendel of Dick- Wilkes tennis team and defeated
inson at 5 ft. 6in.
them soundly 7-2. The Bears won
The Cindermen end the last all of the singles matches, but
week of the season by visiting lost two of the three doubles
In winning its first meet of the
season, Coach Gurzynski's crew
captured
nine
first
places
and tied for first in two other
events. Among the first place
victors were three double winners. Dick Dickerson obtajned
the honors in the broad jump

COLONIAL CLEANERS

of Nor~1stown
DRY CLEANING
LAUNDRY
Pick-up Mon. & Wed.
460 Main St.
Colle~eville, Pa.
Campus Representatives:
Bill Miller
We give S. & H. Stamps

College Pharmacy
321 MAIN STREET

Only Prescription Drug store
In Town.

PERKIOMEN BRIDGE
HOTEL
Dinners Daily & Sunday
Luncheons Banquets Parties
Buffet - Private Dinin, Room
Air Conditioned HU 9-9511

Rt.422
Limerick, Pa.

Yarns

-

NotIons

-

I

Cards

COLLEGEVILLE

BEAUTY AND GIFT SHOP

POlLY'S SHOPPE
716 Main Street
OPP.. Ursinus Campus
Sheer Handwoven Stoles
in rainbow colors from India ..
Jewelry in newest styles
Just arrived for Easter
Buxton Matchmates, Spring
Shades.

478 Main St., Collegeville, Pa.
HU 9-6061
Iona C. Schatz

I

I

JEAN'S DRESS SHOP
450 nfain - EnD 9-9207
Selected N.Y. & Calif. Dresses
Daily: 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sat.: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

I

'
Lin Drummond picked up his
third straight win Monday , May
12 as Ursinus beat Moravian 5-1
at' Bethlehem. Drummond held
the Greyhounds at bay allowIng
5 scattered hits and striking out
6. Bob Famous and Wally Christ
spearheaded the Bear attack.
Famous accounted for the first
Ursinus run in the fourth in-

Drexel Defeated
By Lacrosse Team
On May 13 the lacrosse team
scored another decisive victory,
this time defeating Drexel 12-4.
The team started off with good
spirit, and within one minute,
Nancy Kromboltz had scored the
first goal. The Belles continued
in the scoring streak-Nancy
Kromboltz scoring three more
times, Alice Irwin, once, Judy
Brinton, once and Luey Magness,
once. Drexel's four scores came
from the sticks of Rube, Passo
and Leonard . At the end of the
half Ursinus had the lead 7-4.
Ursinus came back in the second half just as strong Nancy
Kromboltz scored again and
Tama Williams tallied for two.
Sue Justice and Gail Rice each
added a point to the score. Goalie
Sue Wagner, kept Drexel from
scoring thl'oughout the second
half. The final score was 12-4.

I

d

SPECI('S
Pipin' Hot Sandwiches

,

I
I

(Continued on page 4)

(Continued en page 4)

Ch
W 11
JV
West
ester a ops
Varsity Softball Teams
The softball team's second
game of the season ended in defeat at the hands of West Chester State Teachers College. The
game took place on May 12 on
west Chester's field. The varsity
with captain Mary Schulz
pitching" lost decisively 9-1. Ursinus was unable to come up with
enough hits to give West Chester trouble. West Chester's runs
on the. whole, did not come from
long ~llts, b~t ~om t~e many errors In Urs~nus fiel~mg.
The JUnlor VarsIty suffered
defeat at the hands of West
C?ester the sB:me afternoon.
PItchers for Ursmus were Terry
Jacobs and Weezie Sper~er. ~he
score at the end ~f the f~nal 10ning was 19-3 WIth Ursmus on
the short end of the score.
.
The games on May. 15 WIth
Cheltenham and ReadI~g were
postponed because of ram.

I

\\WITH THE HELP OF THIS TINY, SPARKLING FILTER

You Can Guide a Rocket Across HalfaWorld !"
YES, TODAY'S FILTER SCIENCE
HAS CHANGED OUR LIVES.
TAKE THE MARVELOUS FILTER
ON THIS VICEROY CIGARETTE
... IT CHANGED AMERICA'S
SMOKING HABITS

.

Drun:unond Takes 3rd; HaIgh W IDS 1st
Famon Chri t Blast Roundtrippers

THAT'S WHY I SMOKE VICEROYS
VICEROY GIVES YOU TH E
MAXIMUM FILTRATION FOR TH
SMOOTH EST SMOKE! - - -

rung when he lined a pitch in~
left field bleachers for his
second home run of ~he season.
In the 7th Bob Cauffman ~ed off
with a single. Ed SavastlO was
safe on a fiel?ers c~oice. Doc
Lim followed Wlth a smgle s~or
ing Cauffman. Christ ~h~n t~lpl
ed to right center dnvmg m 2
more runs. Lin Drummon~ also joined the hit parade smgling to right to drive in Christ
with the 5th Ursinus run.
On Thursday, May 15, in a
closely played game at Ursinus,
Wilkes College edged the Bears
3-2. Wilkes scored 1 run in the
6th inning on 2 singles and 2
walks' another walk and a home
run U; deep left center by Ralph
Hendershot accounted for the
second and third Wilkes runs in
the eighth. Going into the bottom of ninth Ursinus was down
3-0 Doc Lim opened with a walk
and Wally Christ hit a towering
drive over the left field fence to
make the score 3-2. Wagner
walked after Powell whiffed and
was sacrificed to second by
Wayne Williams. Bob Famous
pulled a har shot down the 3rd
base line only to have the Wilkes
third baseman come up with a
remarkable play to snuff the
Ursinus rally. Larry Powell
pitched fine ball only to be credited with his first loss (3-1).
Ursinus traveled to Chester on
Armed Forces. Day, May 17, and
beat PMC 7-4 ill a morning game.
Jim Wenhold got 3 hits including a triple to pace the Bear attack. Bob Famous also tripled to
aid the cause. Bob Cauffman
and Ed Savastlo batted in 4 runs
between them. Ursinus scored 1
in the second on 3 walks and an
error, 2 more in the third on ~
walks, 2 in the fourth on Famous
triple and singles by Jim Wenhold and Bob Cauffman, another
in the 7th on Wenhold's triple
and a s~ueeze bunt by ?auffman
and tI:elr final marker 10 the 9~h
on a smgle by Wenhold, a s~cn
flce by Cauffman, and a smgle
by Savastio. Elmer Haigh went
the distance allowing 8 hits and
4 runs while striking out 9. The
victory was his first of the season
(1-2). The team now is 9-4.
Ursinus has 3 temaining games.
They travel to LaSalle Tuesday,
May 20; F & M come to Ursinus
Friday, May 23( the last home
game of the season); and the
Bears travel to Elizabethtown on
Saturday, May 24.
Ursin us
A.B. R. H. Rbi
Wagner ........................ 13 0 2 0
Williams .................... 12 0 1 0
Strunk .......... ............ ...... 1 0 0 0
Famous ....... ............. .... 9 3 5 1
Wenhold .................... 12 3 5 1
Cauffman .................... 6 3 2 2
Savastio ........................ 9 1 3 2
Armstrong .. ........... ....... 1 0 0 0
Lim .............................. 12 2 1 1
Christ .......... .................. 9 2 4 5
Drummond .................. 4 0 1 1
Powell ....... ........... .... ...... 3 0 0 0
Haigh ............................ 4 0 0 0

Ithe
I

Tennis Team Routs
Strongest Rival
The girls' tennis team overwhelmed one of its biggest rivals - East Stroudsburg State
Teachers College- by a score of
5-0 on May 13. Every match was
easily won in spite of gusty winds
and low temperatures. Carol LeCato ran through her opponent,
6-2, 6-1 and at second singles,
Renie Rawcliffe did the same.
Carol Heffelfinger dropped only
one game as she shut out her opponent 6-1,6-0. Sandy Rinehart
and Jeanne LeCato won 6-2, 6-0.
Bunny and Gogo Alexender's
match was the closest one, but
they didn't have too much trouble and won 6-3, 6-4.
The Varisity match against
Drexel on May 15 was rained out.
On May 12 the Junior Varsity
had a nerve racking match with
Swarthmore as the VarSity had
done. They finally won, 3-2.
On May 14 the Junior Varsity
played Bryn Mawr, but the results were not so favorable. They
lost 4-1, with Linda Brenner
bringing home the only victory.
The final tennis match of
the season is May 20 with Penn,
away. After the match the teams
will be entertained at a picnic
dinner at the home of Carol LeCato.
OR FAMOUS FAMILIAR PACK.

DRIVE CAUFULLYThe life ,... saft lIIay be
your own!
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Dr. Hugh Borton To Spea'k \= - - - - - - - - - - - - ATTENTION
Forei~ Trader Dinner

Examination Roster -

At

There will be a meeting of
Dr. Hugh Borton, president of the Business Administration
Haverford College, will be the Club Wednesday, May 21, at
speaker at the World Trade Week 12:30 in room 5 of BombergDinner of the Foreign Traders er. All members and any other
Association on May 21, it was an- persons interested are urged
nounced today by Winfield H . to attend.
Elnlet, chairman of the FTA .:.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...:
J
dinner committee.
Cooke.
A part; of the week-long Phila(Continued from page 1)
delphia observance of World
Trade Week, May 18 through 25, are usually never at the center.
the dinner will be held at the The center is not a correctional
Wal.'wick Hotel. The guest list institution, but it does try to do
will be limited to 500 this year. what it can in the short time it
Mr. Emlet, Foreign Trade Agent has to help the children. Howof B & 0 Railroad, reports that ever, unless there is sufficient
ticket sales are going well.
time to work with a child, the
Dr. Borton's topic will be : "Ja- defense mechanisms of the child
pan, It's Future PIa.ce in World are not broken down. Therapy
Economic Affairs". He is a spe- per se is not given in the procialist in Far East affairs, hav- gram of the center. Of course,
ing taught at Columbia Univer- the dr:awback to all work is the
sity and studied at the Imperial fact that there is not enough
University, Tokyo. From 1942 time to carry out an effective,
through 1948, Dr. Borton worked full scale program of correction.
with the Department of state as
In helping the children become
Chief, Division of Northeast As- aware of others, the interesting
ian Affairs and Special Assistan t technique of "role reversal" is
to the Director of Office of Far used where the adult will take
Eastern Affairs. He is the author the role of the boy or girl and
of several books on the Far East one of the children will take the
and on Japan and has contribut- role of a supervisor. The "role
ed articles on the subject to mag- boy" will hurl at the "role superazines. His latest work was a visor" all his gripes and comchapter in 1957 to the book "Poli- plaints.
The
identification
tics and Future of Democracy in brought about by this method is
Japan ."
usually the first contact the child
The Foreign Traders Associa- has had with empathy or symption of Philadelphia, Inc. was or- athy. Moreover, these units more
ganized in 1931 by prominent ex- often remember at later times
porters and importers to provide the problems which the supervian interchange of information sor faces. In many instances, the
and to create a more substantial units into which the children
interest in foreign trade. Regular are divided are valuable for the
monthly dinner meetings are protection they give to a weaker
featured by addresses by return- me}1lber.
Rev. Cooke pointed out that
ed travelers and other well-infomed speakers, debates and only 2.7% of the children in Philround table discussions on up- adelphia are delinquent and that
to-the-minute topiCS pertinent many more than this percentage
to foreign trade. Its headquar- actually reside in the "asphalt
ters are Suite 216, Sylvania Ho- jungle."
As chaplain of the cen ter, Rev.
tel.
Cooke is in charge of a religiOUS
program which is administraMen's Tennis . ..
tively recognized simply on the
(Continued trom page 3)
principle that religion is basic
matches. Art Martella, playing to security. Quite naturally the
first singles, smothered Himmel goals of the religious and of the
6-3, 6-1. Art's new service prov- social worker are different in
ed very effective in his win. their counselling. The goal of the
Gene Morita followed Martella religious worker is to help the
in fine style as he took Savitsky children to internalize and integin two sets 6-3, 6-2. Shell Wag- rate religious knowledge. There is
man had a bit harder time of it a case of a fourteen year old boy
than the number one and two who has a perfect Sunday School
men, but finally defeated Bleifer attendance record for thirteen
4-6, 7-5, 6-3. Boros Broz then years, and yet he is at the center.
smached Thomas 6-3, 6-0, and Why? Because he has not learnLarry Habgood eked out a three ed to internalize his moral reset. victory 6-3, 4-6, 6-2, while ligious values.
PhIl Rowe completed the Bear
The court has just announced
s~eep of the ?ingles matches that now no mentally retarded
w.lth a 6-1, 6-4 VIctory over Hen- children are to be judged denmgham.
l linquent. But the problem is now
In the doubles. matches the one of what to do with these
Ursinus team dId not fare as children. There are not enough
well. !'-Ia:tella and ~orita kept institutions to care for them, so
the wmnmg ways gomg through as a result these children are
the first d?ubles whe~ they de- sent back to their homes or alfeated SaVItsky and Gmader 6-2, lowed to wander the streets.
6-0. Broz and Habgood were not
Of the children that the censo fortunate as they lost to ter handles, 60% of them are
Thomas and Himmel 5-7, 8-6, never brought in again. Of the
6-1. Rowe and Levitt wer~ unable 40 "/(> who return, many of them
t~ pull the team back to Its win- are truants or vagrants and not
nmg ways as they lost .the final hardened delinquents. Many pardoubl~s match to Bielfer and ents bring in their children fOT
Hennmghan: 6-0, 6-3.
the center to handle if they feel
The Tenms Teams re.cord now that their children are incorstands at t.wo wins WIth three rigible.
losses, and It has three matches
The biggest aid to combatting
and two cancellations left to ~e the juvenile problem is an alert
played . This wee~ the team WIll and conscientious public, Interplay host t~ Albnght on Thurs- ested in providing enough faciUday and Ehzabethtown on Sat- ties and centers to care for these
urday.
children to give them identity.

I

Against . ..

Track . ..

(Continued trom page 3)

(Continued from page a)

THURS., MAY 29

MON., JUNE 2

9:00 A. M.
Bio. 22 .............. S12
Econ. 12 I ............ S3
Econ. 23 ................ 8
Ed. 22 .................... A
Eng. Lit. 4 I ........ 7
Eng. Lit. 25 ........ 6
Music 14 I ............ M
Phil. 2 .................... 4
Pol. Sci. 4 ............ 2
Physics 6 ........ S102

9:00 A. M.
Drafting ........ S101
Econ. 14 ............ 16
Eng. Lit. 4 II .... 7
Greek 4 ................ 2
History 2 ........ S12
History 124 .......... 8
History 126 ...... S12
Math. 8 .......... S116
Math. 16 ........ S115
Psych. 4 ........ S108

1:10 P. M.
Econ. 10 .............. 16
Ed. 4 I ............ S108
Phll. 4 .................... 8
Pol. Sci. 8 ............ 2
Bio. 4 ................ S12
Bio. 8 ................ S12

FRI., MAY 30
9:00 A.M.
Chem. 2 ............ S12
Econ. 12 II ........ S3
Ed. 12 ................ Sl1
Eng. Lit. 4 III .... 5
Eng. Lit. 10 ........ 7
Eng. Lit. 20 ........ 8
French 12 .......... 15
Math. 14 ........ S116
Math. 24 ........ S116
Religion 6 ............ 4
Spanish 8 .......... 14
1:10 P. M.
Chern. 102 ........ S12
Econ. 4 III ............ 7
Econ. 4 IV ............ 7
Ed. 2 II ................ 16
Hist. 108 ................ 5
Math. 6 I ........ S116
Math. 6 IT .... S105
Math. 10 ........ S115
Psych. 12 ........ S303
P.E. 8 I ................ S3
P.E. 8 II ........ S108

1:10 P.M.
Chern. 118 .... S312
Ed. 24 ............ S108
Eng. Compo 2 I S12
II 4
"
III S12
IV S12
V S12
VI A
VII 4
VIII
7
Eng.Comp. 1 IX S12
Eng.Comp. 6 X S12
Eng.Comp. 4 I .... 7
Eng.Comp. 4 II .. 8
"
III S12
IV S12
V S12
VI 7
VII 6

vrn

8

Physics 12 .... S102

TUES., JUNE 3

S12
S12
S12
S12
S12
S12
S12
S12

9:00 A.M.
Bio. Ib or 2 .... S312
Chem. 104 .... S304
Chem. 108 ........ S12
Chern. 108a .... S12
Econ. 3 ................ 8
Econ. 20 .............. S3
Econ. 22 .............. 5
Ed. 2 I ................ A
Greek 2 ................ L
History 114 I ........ 7
History 114 II .. SI1
Math. 2 III .... S105
Math. 2a ........ S116
Music 16 .............. M
Physics 2 III .. S102
Physics 8 ........ S102
Pol. Sci. 2 I........ 2
Psych. 8 I ........ S108
Soc. 2 I ............ S115
Spanish 14 .......... 14

1:10 P.M.
German 2 ............ 7
German 4 ........ S12
German 6 ........ S12
German 14 .......... 7
Russian 2 ........ S12

1:10 P. M.
Econ. 8 .................. 2
Eng. Lit. 8 ............ 7
French 10 .......... 14
P.E. 14 ............ S105
P .E. 17 ............ S116

SAT., MAY 31
9:00 A.M.
French 2 ..........
French 4 ............
French 4a ........
Italian 2 ..........
Spanish 2 ........
Spanish 4 ........
Spanish 4a ....
Swedish 4 ........

_ PHI ALPHA PSI
On Thursday, May 8, and Wednesday, May 14, Phi Alpha Psi
held election of officers for the
coming year. Those elected were
Nancy Owen, president; Kathy
Scheffley, vice-president; Mary
Pennington, recording secretary;
Helen Baile, corresponding secretary; Mal·ty Paxson, chaplain;
and Millie Hartzell, sentinel.
Friday, May 15, Phi Psi held its
annual Dinner Dance at the
Phoenixville Country Club, Phoenixville. The music for the evening was provided by the Mello
Men. We were pleased to welcome
Mrs. G. Sieber Pancoast as our
new sponsor. And is a special
pleasure to have with us Mrs.
Louis A. Krug, the former Marjorie Shaffer, president of Phi
Alpha Psi in 1938. We hope to
see more of Mrs. Krug in the future.
The sisters of Phi Alpha Psi
would like to extend their much
overdue but warmest best wishes
to Faye Bardman on her pinnning to Bill Delany, a member of
Apes Fraternity. Also best wishes
to Lolly Strasser on her recent
engagement to Ray Hamilton,
Class of '57 and present graduate student at Temple University.

employer tried to push me into Muhlenberg on Wednesday and
the machine, but being so very then playing host to Lebanon
clever I escaped. Ask the other Valley on Saturday.
workers. They saw it. But even
Sununary
they're against me. Last week MUe-1. Maat (0); 2. Morgan
they all banded together and
(U); 3. Bartoli (0); 4:45.4
started staring at me. But I 440-1. Clair (D) 2. Lebo (0) 3.
showed them. All I had to do was
ATters (D); 51.7
show them my badge and they 100-1. Quirk (0); 2. Fox (U); 3.
CHI ALPHA
knew I was J. Edgl\r Hoover.
Freeman (0); 10.2
From then on they didn't bother 120 HH-l. Wallace (0) 2. Mercer
me.
(D); 3. Petersen (D); 17.6
At the Chi Alpha meeting on
Recently I have noticed my 800-1. Lebo (0); 2. Pusey (D); 3. Monday, May 12, Dr. Walter
professors have been against me· Morgan (U); 2 :027
Wiest, professor of theology at
also. They pick on me and have 1 220-1. Quirk (0); 2. Clair (0); Western Theological Seminary,
been giving me bad marks. It's
3. Fox (U); 23.3
presented a discussion of Reveall their fault. It's everyone's 2 mile-I. Maat (D); 2. Bartoli lation vs. Reason. In Dr. Wiest's
, fault ... not mine.
, ( 0 ) ; 3. J. Bartoli (0); 10:54
opinion, the confllct between the
I 220
LH-1. Dickerson (D); 2. Christian and the Naturalistic
Arters (D); 3. McCarthy (0); philosopher is a "battle of the
IRC
27.8
blicks." A blick, he explained, is
At a special meeting of the In- SP-I. North (U); 2. Walton (U); the field of reference through
ternatlonel Relations Club on
Barranger (0); 41'11'2"
which a person interprets his
Monday, May 12, the members of Discus-I. Walton (U); 2. Smith 1 world. The Naturalist sees his
the club elected their officers for
(0); 3. Gery (Ol; 125'
world in the objective bllck of
the next year. Those chosen were HJ-l. Bendel (D); Brumflel facts and reason, while the
Jack Elander, president; Ed Gob(D); 3. Petersen (U); Smith Christian must allow his personrecht. vice president; Antje Har(D); 5'6"
al faith and revelation to help
ries, secretary.
PV-l. Davis (D); 2. Eck; 3. him Interpret.
On Monday evening, May 19,
Bendel (D); Petersen (D); 11'
Officers for the 1958-59 year
the group will hold its end of the Javelin-I. Smith (D); 2. Dlck- are: Moderator, B111 McQuoid;
year banquet at the Bull Tavern
erson (ll); 3. Cope (D); 160'
Vice moderator. Laverne Joseph;
Phoenixville. Dr. and Mrs. Miller BJ-1. Quirk (D); 2. Freeman Secretary, Annabel Evans and
will be present at the banquet.
(0) 3. Emery (0); 20' 3 3/4
Treasurer, Irv Moore.

I

Spring 1958
WED., JUNE 4
9:00 A. M.
Bio. 104 ............ S12
Cht?Jl1. 110 ...... S312
Econ. 4 I ............ 2
Econ. 4 II ............ 16
Ed. 4 II .......... S108
French 16 .......... 14
Math. 4 ............ S115
P.E. 4 .............. S116
Physics 2 II .... S102
Pol. Sci. 6 ............ 8
1:10 P. M.
Bio. 18 .............. S12
Econ. 6 ................ 16
P.E. 9 ................ S115
Pub. Sp. 4 ............ 4
Pub. Sp. 6 ............ 4
THURS., JUNE 5
9:00 A. M.
Bio. 19 .............. S12
Eng. Lit. 12 ............ 4
Eng. Lit. 18 ........ 7
Eng. Lit. 22 ........ L
Math. 12 ........ S116
Music 14 II ........ M
P.E. 2 .............. S105
P.E. 20 ............ S108
1:10 P. M.
Blo. 6 .............. S200
Bio. 26 ............ S202
Econ. 18 ........ S108
French 6 ............ 14
History 112 .......... A
History 122 .......... 5
Latin 4 ................ L
Math. 2 IV .... S105
Music 2 ................ M
Physics 4 ........ S102
Pol. Sci. 2 II ...... 7
Psych. 8 II ...... S12
Psych. 10 ........ S304
Soc. 2 II ........ S115
Swedish 2 .......... 16
FRI., JUNE 6
9:00 A.M.
Econ. 4 V ............ 7
French 22 ............ 14
German 8 .......... 15
History 116 .......... 6
History 120 ........ L
Latin 2 ................ L
Math. 2 I ........ S115
Math. 2 II .... S116
Phil. 6 .................. 7
Physics 2 I .... S102
Religion 2 ............ 8
P.E. 6 ............ S105
P.E. 22 ............ S200
To be arranged
Eng. Lit. 24
Greek 6
History 130
Latin 6
Physics 14
Pol. Sci. 12

Otten berg . . .

:: CALENDAR ::

(Continued from page 1)

the men whose positive x-rays
KENNETH B. NACE
indicated that tuberculosis was
present; the men seemed to have Complete Automotive ServIce
vanished. However, these people
5th Ave. & Main St.
should not be forgotten or ignored merely because they do not
Collegevtlle, Pa.
seem to respond to good care,
but should be helped to become
integrated with the "outside" Mojud Lingerie Jantzen Girdles
world through half-way houses Maiden Form - Exquisite Form
or settlement houses whereby the
and Playtex Bras
men are exposed to people other
than skid rowers and are en- Diana's Fem & Tot Shoppe
couraged and counseled to lead
HU 9-7322
better lives. Dr. Ottenberg believes that many skid rowers, if 347 Main St. Collegeville, Pa.
reached, could be lifted out of
that environment.

=============

TAU SIG

K
SU!~!!~.o.O
DANCE AT

.At the Tau Sigma Gamma dinner dance, held Friday, May 9, at
Brookside Country Club, the ofSATURDAY - MAY 24
ficers for the coming year were
JOHNNY LONG
announced. Having been unaniand His Orchestra
mously elected president, Alice
Irwin announced the other new =====~-=======
officers: vice president, Jacqueline N. Robbins; recording secretary, Helen Pearson; correspond502 Main St. - HU 9-9002
ing secretary, Mary Lou Moock;
-0treasurer, Beverly Kallenbach;
chaplain, Barbara Romig; keeper
Complete
of the archives, Ingie Relniger;
Dry Cleaning Service
dinner-dance chairmen, Susie
Wagner and Sandy Rinehart.
-Shirt Laundering
The sisters held their annual
-Alterations & Repairs
-Formal Wear Rental
picnic at the home of Marylou
-Dependable Dally Service
Adams on Sunday, May 11. The
--0-week-end of May 16-18, the Tau
Member of
Siggers will hold their shore
Central Montgomery County
week-end at Sue Justice's home
Dry Cleaners Association
in 'Ocean City.

LaMont Cleaners

DELTA PI

LANTERN

In the last issue of the Weekly
Week beginning May 19:
reporters from the Lantern made
MONDAYsome errors and ommissions in
MSGA, library
reporting on the staff of the
7:00- IRC" library
Lantern. Robert Quinn was the
TUESDAYmanager of the business staff
3 :OO-Baseball, LaSalle (A)
for this year. He is graduating
WEDNESDAYthis year, together with H. Clark
3 :30-Track, Muhlenberg (A) MInter, the other member of the
6:30-YM-YWCA
business staff whom we are los8:00-German Club
ing. We also neglected to menTHURSDAYtion Walter W. Montgomery and
3 :00-Tennis, Albright (H)
Allen Matusow, graduating memFRIDAYbers of the editorial board. They
3: OO-Debating
have, one and all, done a flne
3 : IS-Baseball, F & M (H)
job for our campus magazine.
o Chi Dinner Dance
Jack Haag wlll not become BusSig Rho Dinner Dance
iness Manager of the Lantern for
SATURDAYthe 1958-59 acadernlc year. He
2 :OO-Tennls, E-town (H)
has had to decline this position
2:00-Baseball, E-town (A)
because of conflicting activi2:30-Track, Leb. Valley (H) ties in other areas.
SUNDAYThe business staff next year
6 :05-Vespers
wlll consist of Lew Dryfoos and
Burt Pearl. More qualified perLibrary AccessioDs
sons are needed to work on this
Barzun, Jacques. Music in Amer- staff. Anyone interested contact
the Lantern.
ican Life 1956.
Bowen, Catherine (Dlnker). The
A'ITENTION
Writing of Biography. 1951.
Attention all students. All stuCheever, John. The Wapshot
dents interested are requested to
Chronicle. 1957.
Cloete, Stuart. The African Giant. meet eIther at the piano in Bomberger on Saturday or sign up. If
1957.
Gould, Laurence. Antartlca in you cannot make the meeting
have one of your friends. If this
World Affairs. 1958.
Griscom, Ludlow. The Warblers is impossible kindly try to get
word to us somehow. It is imperof America. 1957.
Julian, John. A Dictionary of ative that you do this for we
must know how many are coming
Hymnology. 2v. 1957.
Kelso, Louis O. The Capitalist so we can make seating arrangements. All in all we expect to
Manifesto. 1958.
Kennan, George. Russia, the At- have a good time and urge you
to join.
om and the West. 1958.
The activities of the organizaKlopstock, Friedrich GottHeb.
tion are varied and interesting.
Der Messias. 4v. in 2. 1782.
Knight, Arthur. Wilson. V. 1-2, Besides what we did last year we
will do more and different things
1947-56.
Leopold, Nathan. Life plus 99 this year. All our members agree
that Winston tastes good like a
Years. 1958.
Neale, J. E. Elizabeth I and Her cigarette should. However, we are
not sure.
Parliaments. v.2, 1957.
We hope to see you at the next
Packard, Vance. The Hidden Permeeting if possible. We are a
suaders. 1957.
Quoirez, Francoise. Dans un small group at the present but we
mois, dans un an, par Fran- wish to expand and become an
integral part of life at UC. For
coise Sagan (pseudJ 1957.
Residential Seminars on World information contact us.
Affairs. Selected Readings on
an Evaluation of US-USSR ReExpert Shea Repair Service.
lations. 1956.
Lots of mileage left in your old
Sewn, Anya. The Winthrop Wo- shoes-have them repaired at
man. 1958.
Wardle, Ralph. Oliver Goldsmith. LEN'S SHOE REPAIR SHOP
Main Street
Collegeville
1957.
Also a l1ne of NEW SHOES
Wolf, Abraham. A History of Science, Technology, and Phllos• ophy in the Eighteenth CenControl your cash with a
tury. 1952.
Special Checking Account.
Yeats, William Butler. The VariProtect your valuables in
orum Edition of the Poems of
a Safe Deposit Box.
W. B. Yeats. 1957.

COLLEGEVILLE
NATIONAL BANK
COMPLIMENTS
OF

COLLEGE CUT RATE
5th Ave. & Main St.
Paul N. Lutz,
Manager.

COLLEGEVILLE
LAUNDRY
Next to the Hockey Field

• SIDRTSA Specialty

PROMPT SERVICE
Celoring • Pruning
Cutting. With Lamp

HELEN IDLL'S
BEAUTY SALON
Daily 9-6; Thurs. 9-9
5th Ave. " Main St.
Colleceville
BU 9-1842
Closed Monday

FRANK JONES

The Complete
On Tuesday, April 22, Delta Pi
Sigma held its election for offiSporting Gooch Store
cers for the coming year. The
new officers are: president, Ken
TAILOR Y~DE JACKETS
of all kinds.
Bailey; vice president, Mike
Semach; treasurer, Alan Hill;
228
W. Main Street
secretary, Reigh Harrison; corNorristown, Pa.
responding
secretary,
Dave
Ziegler; cliaplain, Dan Shearer;
LARRY POWELL
social chairman, Jack Strunk;
Campus Representative
warden, Tom McCabe; centlllel,
Henry Haitz; and IFC represenSee our new line ot
'6.H SPRING JACKETS
tative and assistant to IFC presIdent Ken Bailey, Bill Carson.
I=~~~~~~=~~~~=

NEED A HAIRCUT
Bee, ..

Claude, Claude Jr.
or Pete
at 313 Main street
CLAUDE MeYER. Prop.
O:~~~~~~!!!':11~~~~=-

